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Abstract: The pervasiveness of healthcare data to create better healthcare facilities and opportunities is
one of the most-imperative parts of human life that offers radical advancements in healthcare services
practiced through the blockchain-based management, analysis, storage, and sharing of health-related
big data. Researchers can accelerate the challenges of developing a secure, scalable, and accessible
dynamic healthcare infrastructure by the extensive data exchange required through individual
microservices of blockchain-based privacy-preserving health data management ledgers in Healthcare
Industry 4.0. Conducting secure and privacy-preserving platforms through primitive cryptographic
algorithms is risky and can be a serious concern as the need to authenticate and store sensitive
health data automatically are increasingly high. To achieve interoperability, security, efficiency,
scalability, availability, and accountability among healthcare providers in heterogeneous networks,
this paper proposes a blockchain-enabled decentralized, trustworthy privacy-preserving platform in
the healthcare industry. In the healthcare-chain system, blockchain provides an appreciated secure
environment for the privacy-preserving health data management ledger through hash processing,
which updates high data security, storage immutability, and authentication functionality with an
integrated attribute signature in accessing prescribed health block data. This article describes a
new secure data retention design, prescribed evidence collection, and evaluation mechanism with
integrity–confidentiality–availability to enforce the data access control policies for transactions of
healthcare microservices. This scheme revealed the optimal performance in terms of mining health
data size, average response time, transaction latency, and throughput for secured block transactions
in blockchain networks.

Keywords: blockchain; data transaction; healthcare; Industry 4.0; trustworthy

1. Introduction

Blockchain technology has been considered more adaptable than other technologies
because of its secure and amiable construction in recent years with the increasing demand
for digital data protection in any domain. Thus, a cyber safeguard scheme based on
blockchain technology can offer a highly secured health data ledger to healthcare providers
in integrated domain environments [1]. Achieving data transactions’ interoperability and
smart services in many of the healthcare industries is a major challenge currently. Existing
systems for managing healthcare records are suffering from data transfer delays, asset theft,
record duplication, eavesdropping, and so on [2]. Besides, stored data in an external server
are sensitive to healthcare management for data access and their security [3]. A new model
for patient care needs to be developed by incorporating patient data and various diagnostic
data into a blockchain-enabled decentralized Trust System 4.0 for smart healthcare. The
main goal of this research work was to design a decentralized, trustworthy system for
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scalable healthcare data management by exploiting blockchain technology. In Figure 1, a
functional sketch is shown of how to explore the matter of data transactions in our proposed
healthcare system. Here, the basic scenarios of the healthcare system are mentioned that
can accomplish the health data transactions to ensure security, scalability, confidentiality,
and integrity. Healthcare data can be kept in the blockchain and accessed by authorized
health prescribers. Industry 4.0 is capable of synchronizing many of the latest technologies,
blockchain technology being one of them. Therefore, here, in Industry 4.0, blockchain
technology and health records can be synchronized to make them accessible.

Figure 1. Basic scenarios of a healthcare system.

Investigating existing challenges for secure data transfer [4,5] by incorporating trust-
worthy and scalable features, blockchain-enabled Healthcare Management Industry 4.0
offers a radical improvement in healthcare services for secured data transactions. The
development of blockchain-based [6,7] Healthcare Industry 4.0 in a decentralized network
for accessing healthcare records provides significant security to operate periodic medical
data sensing, integration, data transmission, data sharing, and data storage. In modern
times, healthcare providers in the health clinic industry are concerned about the privacy of
their sensitive health records, such as prescribed data, test reports, vaccination information,
mental or physical disorders, and so on, which are being stored in different ledgers to
achieve the desired results for various purposes. Blockchain is one of the most-promising
mechanisms that can improve the security features of a decentralized healthcare system [8]
through a structure of blocks connected by the strength of the hashing function.

In this context, this study proposes a blockchain-based healthcare model that ensures
interoperable prescribed record retentions and patient data sharing using the hash key,
stops information obstructing, and increases data transfer efficiency [9]. This platform
accomplishes the whole process of storing health information collected by healthcare
providers such as doctors, physiotherapists, health examination and screening specialists,
nutritionists, and dieticians with privacy, integrity, and security [10]. The engagement of
cryptographic hash keys, DER, PEM, and AES in blockchain technology is crucial to make
strong encoding procedures by ensuring security signature codes for secure transactions
in this type of proposed healthcare environment. The system is designed to provide trust-
worthy and scalable secure data transactions by controlling health microservices, whose
main goal is to ensure maximum availability and integrity through the arrangement of
lightweight computational data blocks. In implementing this design, improving the perfor-
mance of secure data transaction throughput and latency will increase the acceptability of
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the scalable healthcare management industry. Thus, this system can store and protect any
type of healthcare records with privacy, as well as providing better consent than existing
health services.

We refer to such a proposed design for performing the entire process of achieving the
privacy and security of health records as the healthcare-chain. In this case, each healthcare
provider is considered a different node in a network to access specific human health data
from the healthcare blockchain. To recap, this paper contributes explicitly to the following
to handle secure data transactions and data retention:

1. We propose an immune healthcare management model that ensures health data
privacy preservation by exploiting the techniques of blockchain technology.

2. We assimilated the trustworthy and scalable features into the healthcare-chain frame-
work, which guarantees a secure and cryptographic healthcare environment, including
health microservices.

3. We present three algorithms to utilize data block hashes in the proposed frame-
work for secure data transfer to ensure confidentiality, availability, and integrity as
cyber safeguards.

4. In the thorough analysis and investigation setup, we validated the proposed proposi-
tion by estimating the performance of a blockchain-enabled decentralized,
trustworthy system.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the overall pre-
liminary knowledge to design blockchain-based trustworthy systems is introduced. In
Section 3, we provide the state-of-the-art closely related to blockchain-based works and
the problem formulation. Section 4 describes the overall approach to the healthcare-chain
model. Next, the experimental setup and performance evaluation of the proposed frame-
work are given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 gives the concluding remarks of this work.

2. Preliminary Background Related to Prototype Development

In this section, we introduce the preliminary knowledge for designing a blockchain-
based immune healthcare management solution, including the relevant security require-
ments of data retention.

2.1. Blockchain-Based Healthcare

Blockchain is the cryptographic data chaining name for a digital ledger or immutable
record in which previous blocks are linked to form a long chain, allowing blockchain-
based healthcare to store and transfer human health information securely. A unique
transaction framework can be employed to store encrypted healthcare data in a healthcare
application network based on the blockchain. For controlling digital data in the healthcare
sector, its blockchain-based applications have the potential to solve current interoperability
issues [11]. In this case, this system ensures safe data transactions among users such as
medical controllers, doctors, patients, and other medical entities over the network. The
healthcare blockchain enhances data authentication, transparency, and legitimacy, which
influence the quality of the data, the cost, and the significance of providing healthcare
within the system.

2.2. Decentralized Trustworthy and Scalable Healthcare Management

Trustworthiness and scalability are cryptographic security qualities inherent in
blockchain technology for healthcare management to maintain anonymous and trusted
significant transactions based on decentralized and consensus principles. In particular,
the usage of blockchain in the healthcare industry is rising exponentially for the privacy
and protection [12] of health records, where the healthcare system employs blockchain-
driven features such as CIA, interoperability, compatibility, and verifiability for secure data
access [13]. Blockchain-based healthcare ensures the decentralization of information across
any network to control the entire process, including its features, and solve security-related
issues. Exchanging trustworthy data of this system in a blockchain network comprises
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decentralization, being tamper-proof, and traceability. Healthcare data transactions can be
scalable and trustworthy by ensuring security, confidentiality, integrity, and privacy with
maximum data availability in the system.

2.3. Healthcare Industry 4.0

Healthcare developers for human health indicators are driving unprecedented progress
in the healthcare environment through smart data transactions based on digital cyber–
physical security, artificial intelligence, information networks, and the connection of vir-
tual objects with real objects in the Fourth Industrial Revolution or Industry 4.0 manage-
ment [14]. It has created a promising new concept from Industry 4.0 for the best healthcare
practices by bringing together the expected areas of the healthcare sector. Massive data
handling requirements in the Healthcare Management Industry 4.0 engage in a variety
of data transaction activities such as scalability, resilience, confidentiality, integrity, and
trustworthiness [15]. The contemporary emergence of Industry 4.0 has stimulated the
evolution of a powerful information platform that is revolutionizing data processing across
healthcare organizations worldwide. As an ongoing industrial revolution, Industry 4.0
could present state-of-the-art technology for accessing well-processed real-time data in
healthcare systems. Moreover, blockchain-based healthcare systems can be configured for
Industry 4.0 in terms of interactions with global organizations such as the World Health
Organization (WHO). As an emerging technology in Industry 4.0, blockchain has paved
the way for a transition in the healthcare sector. In this regard, blockchain helps prevent
the misuse of health data through secure data transactions in the healthcare sector, which
accelerates the Industry 4.0 definition.

3. State-of-the-Art
3.1. Review of Existing Works

The studies of this research provide a similar state-of-the-art in the existing work from
the most-relevant articles based on blockchain-enabled healthcare. In [16], the authors
presented a healthcare architecture named FogChain using blockchain technologies and
Fog computing for the IoT. In this context, the authors improved the response time for
registering personal health records in the IoT. Mahajan et al. [17] designed an architecture
for Healthcare 4.0-assisted health data repository processing and sharing in cloud service
providers using blockchain technologies. Taylor et al. [18] proposed a patient-centric and
interoperable prescription system called VigilRx that uses smart contracts and blockchain
to handle prescriptions with ensuring records. Mubarakali et al. [19] introduced efficient
and secure health data transaction exploiting the blockchain using the SEHRTB algorithm
for medical record transactions in the blockchain.

Abdellatif et al. [20] proposed a secure and intelligent healthcare system called
ssHealth that is supported by blockchain and edge computing technologies. This sys-
tem allows secure medical record exchange and controls medical data-sharing services
among local healthcare entities. Jeet et al. [21] designed a secure model for IoT health-
care systems using the concept of encrypted blockchain technology. This system can
encrypt the secret data of patients under block-based data encoding over a cloud server.
Dantu et al. [22] described an exploratory investigation of the Internet of Things (IoT) in
medicare by mainly focusing on the technical aspects dominated by data security and pri-
vacy concerns. Al-Aswad et al. [23] introduced the blockchain-based zero knowledge proof
(BZKP) benchmark to improve medicare safety in an IoT-based smart city in Bahrain. This
design interconnects the public health supervision organizations that ensure patients’ prior
authorization and protect patient confidentiality on any entrance to their records, together
with their health grade, as well as to mitigate COVID-19 risks. Shynu et al. [24] presented
a protected healthcare application based on blockchain technology in Fog computing for
disease prediction regarding diabetes and cardiac diseases. In this system, the patient
health records are accumulated from Fog network nodes and reserved in the blockchain,
and the authors evaluated the execution of their suggested work. Dai et al. [25] described
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the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) enabled by blockchain to manage the privacy and
security concerns of IoMT schemes where there is an integrated blockchain and the IoMT.

We exhibit the comparison of the functionalities of some existing related works in
Table 1. In this table, by differentiating them as specified (X) and not specified (×), some
different functionalities such as crypto algorithms, scalability, availability, confidentiality,
and integrity are mentioned. Hence, we can make an optimistic determination to overcome
the constraints of existing relevant schemes for data transactions with confidentiality,
integrity, availability, and scalability.

Table 1. The functionalities’ comparison of some existing related works.

Ref. Scheme Crypto Algorithm Confidentiality Integrity Availability Scalability

[26] Secrete sharing X X × X X
[27] SHAREChain × X X × ×
[28] Distributed computing X X × X X
[29] Electronic health record × X X × ×
[30] Storage allocation X × × X X
[31] Personal health records sharing X X X × ×
[32] Attribute-based encryption X X X × ×
[33] Healthcare data protection × × X × ×
[34] Distributed storage X X × X X
[35] Secure electronic health record X X X × ×

3.2. Problem Formulation in Existing Literature

Recently, some researchers have worked on data security in the health sectors, and
we tried to study some existing works [27,35]. However, due to conceptual issues such as
a lack of data security, trustworthy transactions, scalability, etc., the application of many
types of technology in digital transactions in the healthcare industry is relatively slow.
Many researchers have attempted to involve blockchain technology in the health sector
to find realistic solutions to healthcare challenges, but the progress of the digital health
system has been disappointingly slow, and its use has been limited from reaching a full
launch. Ensuring fine-grained access control is critical during health record sharing in
blockchain-based decentralized distributed systems [31,33], including data integrity and
privacy. However, it is necessary to use blockchain-based encryption techniques in health
record protection to overcome the data scalability and availability barriers in such systems.
It is very relevant to include cryptographic mechanisms to make the storage of expected
healthcare data and participant transactions safe and reliable within the system.

In the relevant context, the complexity of healthcare or service coordination is increas-
ing due to the use of primitive technology to transfer health records [32]. Still, in many
cases, health industries or healthcare providers in a country use legacy systems and paper-
based health records to retrieve and transfer health data, which could damage or endanger
public health records. In this case, the interaction between the healthcare recipient and the
healthcare consultant is very important and time-consuming in the existing system, where
if the prescription paper or certificate is lost or damaged, the healthcare recipient will have
to go to the healthcare consultant again.

In this research work, we explored how to improve data security, privacy, trusted
transactions, and scalability by applying blockchain technology, considering the existing
working situations in the field of digital healthcare. We tried to make a realistic and vital
assessment of how the information in each healthcare department can be stored and made
available to all people outside. Blockchain data transacted within a healthcare network or
service affect the importance of providing healthcare within the system by determining
the cost of healthcare and the data quality and validity, which is transparent to the data
healthcare consumers. It was analyzed as a functional sketch of how to explore the problem
of data transactions in the healthcare system.
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4. Methodology of Healthcare-Chain Model

This section describes the effectual design view and methods of the proposed blockchain-
enabled decentralized, trustworthy healthcare systems and their constructive functions.
This work presents a blockchain-based privacy–integrity–availability–security-supported
healthcare management industry standard, named the healthcare-chain model, that meets
the goal of implementing a new versatile, high-performance framework for securely collect-
ing, handling, and storing human health records. In this section, we discuss the functions
and activities used in the trustworthy healthcare-chain system, which is shown in Figure 2.
In this framework, the blockchain-enabled healthcare system can be synchronized with In-
dustry 4.0 by addressing the potentially unique features of emerging blockchain technology.
The proposed work offers a radical development in healthcare resources for secured health
data transactions. Here are the most-important benefits of the blockchain-based module
that prove useful for the management of data sharing, data transmission, and data storage
in the healthcare industry. The proposed system provides secured, immutable, and scalable
data transactions, as well as indicates the strategies for the quality of e-health services. It
potentially processes real-time health data, ensuring remote access to low-cost healthcare
industry services.

However, blockchain technology supports establishing trust and reliability in var-
ious potential use cases or scenarios for digital health records in the healthcare sector.
The use case of blockchain-based secure data storage and transactions or sharing is fully
encouraging the improvement of the healthcare system in our proposed decentralized
distributed system. In this virtual era, blockchain protects the storage and transfer of
sensitive healthcare data with strong security, and healthcare consumers feel secure. The
immutability, integrity, and scalability features of this technology make the secure storage
and accessibility of life’s most-sensitive data more reliable for healthcare customers and
doctors. Based on this sensitive data for secure data sharing or transactions, consultants
can provide more specific and authentic treatment to healthcare customers.

4.1. Overview of Blockchain-Based Healthcare Architecture

The design and development of this work fulfill the originality and innovativeness of
competitive research according to similar supported studies for secure block data transac-
tions in the heterogeneous network. This module incorporates trustworthy and scalable
features according to the transactions of health services. Health data providers partici-
pate in this system to process data access and privacy preservation through consensus
mechanisms and digital transaction signatures to generate new information ledger policies.
In several cases of this architecture, the key design approach and views are presented
as follows.

4.1.1. Healthcare Provider Responses and Activities

In the scope of this work, the registered users of the healthcare system may participate
in the blockchain consensus protocols for their confidential and immutable data transactions
and accomplish health record management. The proposed model uses smart hash contracts
for compliance in each block of the blockchain platform to maintain the integrity of health
organization data. This model will play a new role in making healthcare accessible to
the healthcare recipient and the healthcare consultant using a modern web application by
completing the necessary procedures. Healthcare data collected by healthcare consultants
are reserved on the blockchain and used as storage on this platform. Only authorized
healthcare consultants are able to connect health data transactions to the blockchain in this
application, but there is no permission for unauthorized consultants or third parties.
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Figure 2. Trustworthy healthcare-chain model.

Healthcare providers such as doctors (DTR), physiotherapists (PT), health nutritionists
(HNT), and health examination and screening specialists (SHTS) are governed by the
healthcare center (HCC) or another HCC (AHCC) through registration. The actions of
healthcare providers with the platform are shown in Table 2. All the HCC’s authorized
consultants are the original data providers and generators of healthcare services within the
blockchain of this system. As a core functionality without sharing any information with
strangers, the consultants of the HCC produce or update human health records through
their transaction signatures with their own secret keys generated by the system. Health
consultants access digital healthcare information using public keys from blockchain-based
health ledgers of their own HCC when they need to know about a person’s health. The
AHCC’s health consultants are important data recipients of healthcare information secured
on the blockchain. The AHCC’s health consultants can only view and verify healthcare
records from the blockchain ledger with the permission of the HCC’s registered healthcare
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consultant or provider if they need to know a person’s past health history. They are not
able to add or modify any data in existing healthcare records.

Table 2. The actions of healthcare providers with the platform.

Healthcare Providers Actions

DTR

The corresponding DTR may store the health records of the desired
healthcare recipients in this system. He/she may view or share a

person’s past health history as necessary to make decisions and may
keep the data in the system accordingly.

PT
The respective PT may store the physiotherapy-related health data of the

expected recipients in this system. He/she may also view or share a
recipient’s past health history as needed and preserve it.

HNT

The concerned HNT may store the health data of the expected recipients
to make positive nutritional habits in this system. He/she may also view
or share the recipient’s history of past nutritional habits as needed and

store new data accordingly.

SHTS The accredited SHTS may store the health examination and screening
results of the expected recipients in this system.

HCC The HCC governs healthcare providers and allows them to use this
system. it cannot store health data.

AHCC
The AHCC may allow its registered healthcare providers to view and

verify healthcare records from the blockchain subject to the HCC’s
permission. It is not able to add any data to the existing health history.

4.1.2. Registration Control Process of Consultants

In this platform, accredited healthcare providers or consultants are allowed to generate
their personal unique user identities through the registration controller using their own
public keys to provide the prescribed health data. Human care providers collect, share, and
access health information through a registration process in this healthcare web application.
Precisely, when a provider or consultant in the healthcare system applies to register by
this design, he/she checks the validity of those applicants’ skills and competency records,
then he/she securely generates his/her individual unique/user identification (UID) with
the password key (PWK). For secure registration, PWK generation is designed based on
a password-hashing function called bcrypt to create the user’s best crypto-secret key. All
human healthcare records are generated based on SHA-256 for faster processing at a lower
cost in the blockchain.

4.1.3. Controlling Access to Health Information

The access control module to health information of the trustworthy healthcare-chain
model is designed to allow accredited healthcare providers or consultants to access human
health data on the blockchain. The access control module of this platform is governed
through the HCC or the AHCC from the healthcare sector side and the blockchain from the
technology side to access the health data. Various hubs of the healthcare industry, through
healthcare providers or consultants, are able to connect to this blockchain-based platform
and have the benefit of accessing secure information. All interaction methods, such as
adding, storing, viewing, and sharing the collected human health records, are implemented
in accordance with the principles of ensuring the availability, confidentiality, usability,
integrity, and security of information by participants in the public healthcare-chain model.

4.1.4. Digital Human Healthcare Ledger

One of the key components of this blockchain-based healthcare system is the digital
human healthcare ledger, where health consultants on the platform participate in a peer-to-
peer blockchain ledger and manage all transactions. It is particularly designed to securely
store health data transaction records in the blockchain under perfect integrity, usability,
and confidentiality. In addition, this module is built on the blockchain RSA encryption
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technique, where health data transactions are cross-referenced by the SHA-256 hash of a
block, and the transaction signature method is used to ensure the authenticity. The entire
process of adding new and previous block data is performed based on the PoW consensus
mechanism to ensure security through health block mining for transactions. Each block
contains health data related to valid transactions, previous block hashes, and timestamps,
which are capable of being stored in the blockchain-enabled healthcare ledger. Using this
platform, each accredited health provider stores, shares, or accesses relevant records from
the blockchain ledger when required.

4.2. Health Data Retention Mechanism with Analysis

The data retention evaluator is incorporated into the healthcare-chain system to ana-
lyze healthcare processes with reliability and scalability. The blockchain-based healthcare
industry exploiting validation techniques stimulates automatic data retention analysis to
process human healthcare services, such as prescriptions, cellular and chemical analysis
(CCA), genetic and diagnostic image tests (GDITs), physical and visual checkups (PVC),
etc. The activities of the proposed approach involving designated healthcare providers
or consultants occur consecutively through the approach of collecting, transmitting, stor-
ing, and receiving health data in the healthcare-chain. Three types of users, such as the
HCC, the AHCC, and healthcare workers or consultants, work in the proposed system to
allow access to health data on the healthcare blockchain. An authorized consultant uses
a client node to encrypt healthcare data with a designated user public key in this system
using key encryption techniques. Encrypted healthcare data are hashed using SHA-256 on
blockchain nodes via the DAC module, and the value is implanted inside a block for the
mining process. Private blockchain miners successfully start mining over this block to add
it to the healthcare-chain. Authorized consultants must decrypt the health data to view
their transactions using signature key techniques. Permitted consultants can view or share
the health data from the blockchain if the health data block’s hash matches the sender’s
encrypted hash. As depicted in the prototype of Figure 2, the technique of healthcare data
transaction activities is briefly introduced as follows.
F1, F7, and F12: Accredited healthcare providers need to assign the UID and PWK through
the registration controller (RC) to use the healthcare-chain system. Once the registration
process is authenticated, they can send requests directly to the Healthcare-Chain to reserve
and access healthcare through client nodes. Otherwise, they will not be allowed in this
system.
F2 and F14: Once the registration authentication process of the HCC or AHCC’s healthcare
provider is accomplished, they can individually request to send human healthcare data to
the DAC. The healthcare data sent will be encrypted for security purposes. In another case,
the HCC or AHCC can request to forward the healthcare data to each other’s through the
DAC, and they can view the corresponding data after decryption.
F5 and F17: The healthcare providers of the HCC or AHCC will receive their respective
UBID from the DAC and reserve it in the healthcare ledger for acknowledgment. In another
case, the HCC or AHCC can request to view each other’s healthcare data on the DAC using
their respective UBID.
F3 and F16: Encrypted health records with the signature key will be shipped to the
healthcare-chain ledger by the DAC for storing purposes, which are immutable. In another
case, when the healthcare data are to be viewed or shared by the HCC or AHCC, the stored
data will be sent to the DAC in encrypted form.
F4 and F15: The healthcare user identification and password key data are stored in
healthcare-chain ledger blocks. A unique block identity UBID will be generated for the
request of the HCC or AHCC’s healthcare provider, and the DAC will receive this UBID. In
another case, if healthcare users want to view or share healthcare data, they can directly
request the healthcare-chain ledger to match their respective identities with the stored
unique block identity UBID.
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F6 and F13: Accredited healthcare consultants such as the DTR, PT, HNT, and SHTS can
request the HCC or AHCC to make their respective identity UBID. They can collect or
access healthcare block data using their respective identity. In another case, consultants
can gain permission from the HCC or AHCC to view or share the healthcare data for a
particular time through the unique healthcare identity of the desired healthcare recipient
people (HRP).
F8: Once the respective identity process is authenticated, an accredited healthcare consul-
tant can send a request to the DAC to obtain his/her identity UBID from the healthcare-
chain ledger.
F9: The DAC will interact with the blockchain to assign the generated corresponding
consultant identity UBID. A consultant can also send an instruction to the healthcare-chain
ledger to match the respective identity with the stored identity UBID through the DAC.
F10: When the concerned consultant wants to view or update the data of the desired HRP,
the healthcare-chain system will securely explore and authenticate the HRP’s data on the
blockchain with the UBID as the respective reference and put it back into the DAC.
F11: The DAC will send the encrypted healthcare data of the desired HRP to the cor-
responding consultant after authentication, and they can view or update that data as
needed.
F18, F19, F20, and F21: The corresponding consultant will only collect the healthcare data,
UBdata, including the respective identity of the HRP, for storage purposes on the blockchain.
Regardless, due to the possibility of the misuse of health data, the HRP will not obtain any
permission for the prescribed data view.
F22: Healthcare providers and consultants as users can submit their requests for health
service access to the trustworthy and scalable data retention evaluator for authentic data
verification.
F23: The authentic data evaluator of this system will interact with the DAC for the health
service access verification to accomplish the user requests.
F24: The DAC will allow a data retention evaluator once data verification techniques ensure
secure data access.
F25: The data retention evaluator will send feedback to the healthcare providers and
consultants regarding their requests for the healthcare receipt.

4.3. Trustworthy and Secure Healthcare Policy

If health information is processed, stored, or transmitted entirely through blockchain
technology in a secure healthcare system, the system can be trusted and scalable while
ensuring the high performance of data privacy, integrity, and availability. In this system, the
main strategy of decentralized entities is to gain legitimacy to store health data resources by
controlling decision-making activities or transferring health data to the blockchain without
the risk of an intermediary. A detailed description of the secure data transaction policy in
the proposed healthcare system is adequately represented in Figure 3 through the health
data block generating process.

Healthcare providers or consultants as users can participate and confirm transactions
on this platform without the need for a central clearing authority. Through all trans-
actions within the blockchain across a peer-to-peer network, prescribed health data are
packaged into blocks, which connect to construct a chain accompanied by other blocks of
identical information.
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Figure 3. Secure data transaction policy in a healthcare system.

Healthcare transaction records are guided as blocks in the blockchain, and healthcare
providers or consultants represent data access transactions as network participants. Partici-
pants in this system establish a signed transaction when exchanging health information
of healthcare recipients using their private keys at a timestamp. The hash value h256 of
the block links to the nonce, which is used to identify the data in the particular block. In
accordance with the blockchain engineer, B1 is the initial or first block in the blockchain
system that should be NULL in value for all periods as genesis block. A nonce is a 32-bit
whole number rendered by the proof-of-work process to miner nodes when a block is
created. A digitized timestamp is used to store the system time for each digital healthcare
data transaction when each block is completed.

The defined notation (DN) and description of related primitives for Algorithms 1–
3 are exhibited in Table 3. A public key, Kpub, and secret key, Kpri, pair is generated
and kept in the healthcare ledger, which is used for health data transmitting, shown
in Algorithm 1. In this case, the cryptography RSA process is employed to encrypt or
decrypt the health record, and a transaction signature is generated using the private key
to maintain authentication. The processing block’s hash for healthcare transactions is
presented in Algorithm 2. The hash function is used for cryptographic block transactions
in the blockchain. Here, the given health data are digested to the hash-256 value. In this
case, the data block transaction is assembled with a combination of the timestamp, hash
value, and nonce, which are important for data immutability and security. Algorithm 3
presents the procedure of publishing health block data in the healthcare blockchain. A
new node is allowed to be added to this system for data transactions on the blockchain.
Here, the transactional signature method is used to verify the digital signature of the
transactions. Health transaction blocks are hashed using the SHA-256 process as a valid
proof technique to validate the data, and and PoW function is used to check the validity
of mining necessities. The transactional chain function performs validation checks for
successful blockchain operation. The system then broadcasts the health block data through
the transaction function on the healthcare blockchain. The following aspects are discussed
to maintain the continuity of reliable and safe healthcare policy in the mentioned algorithms.
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Table 3. Summary of related primitives.

DN Description DN Description

BC Blockchain DHr Healthcare recipient information
Kpub Public key Dph Prescribed health information
Kpri Private key DT Health data transactions
HC Healthcare PHC Healthcare provider
H Hash SignT Transaction signature
Hl Last hash SignTD Transaction digital signature

chain Keep all blocks Snode Nodes of current block
genesis Initial block path Transaction route
Netloc Network address TRX Transmitted data into current block
blockN Number of block Ests Estimation of encoded string value

m Prime numbers blocks String of block

Algorithm 1 Key management and data transmitting to HC-chain system by health
provider.

1: Procedure setup(Initialization, dictionary, signature)
2: Initialization of variables: Kpub, Kpri, DHr, Dph
3: D ← raw(DHr, Dph)
4: function orderedDictionary()
5: if Key == Kpub then
6: Collects DT except sender’s Kpri
7: return DT
8: else
9: Denied to preserve DT

10: end if
11: end function
12: function signatureOfTrnsaction(D)
13: if PHC wishes DT over BC then
14: DT ← Performs DT except healthcare sender’s Kpri
15: Kpri ← Generate hexadecimal imported key(sender’s Kpri) with RSA
16: SignT ← Generate crypto-sign of sender’s Kpri
17: H← Compute hash of encoded (DT)
18: Decode SignTD using H and SignT
19: return SignTD for DT
20: else
21: Denied to generate SignTD
22: end if
23: end function
24: function keyGeneration
25: RNG← Generate random(crypto key value)
26: Kpri ← Perform random(RSA(1024, RNG))
27: Kpub ← Kpri · Kpub(m)
28: Decode hexadecimal Kpri, Kpub by PEM, ASCII
29: Get generated Kpri, Kpub
30: end function
31: function performHealthRecord Transaction
32: if DT == SignT of health record then
33: PHC access DT with Kpub except sender’s Kpri
34: else
35: No access
36: end if
37: end function
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Algorithm 2 Processing block’s hash for transactions.

1: Procedure setup of block’s hash strategy
2: function generateBlock
3: Assign in block:: blockN , timestamp, transactions, nonce, Hpre;
4: if blockN = length(chain) + 1 then
5: Add a new block in BC;
6: Reset list for current transactions;
7: Append block to chain;
8: else
9: do nothing;

10: end if
11: end function
12: function hash(block)
13: if blockst ← encoded block as a json file then
14: h256 ← SHA-256 H of a block;
15: update blockst with h256;
16: return hex h256;
17: else
18: get inconsistent hash;
19: end if
20: end function
21: processing blocks move forward to the blockchain

Algorithm 3 Publishing health block data in HC blockchain.

1: Procedure setup of blockchain strategy
2: Initialize parameters:: chain, TRXs, Snode, genesis
3: function registerNode
4: if holds Netloc with containing path then
5: urlparse(node-url).Netloc and urlparse(Snode).path;
6: Allow to add a new node to Snode;
7: else
8: Not allow to add for invalid node;
9: end if

10: end function
11: function verifySignature
12: Kpub ← hex imported sender’s Kpub with RSA;
13: if verifier = PKCS1.new(Kpub) then
14: h = Hash encoded TRXs;
15: verify(h, hex SignT) by verifier;
16: else
17: verify nothing;
18: end if
19: end function
20: function validProof
21: Ests = Encoded string(TRX + Hl + nonce);
22: h256 ← get SHA-256 H of a block;
23: h256(Est)← Update Es value with hex and h256;
24: TRXs h256(Est) satisfy the mining conditions;
25: end function
26: function PoW
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Algorithm 3 Cont.

27: blockl ← get last value of chain list;
28: Hl ← H(blockl) and nonce← 0;
29: while validProof(TRXs, Hl , nonce) is false do
30: nonce+ = 1;
31: return nonce;
32: end while
33: end function
34: function validChain
35: while length(chain) > current index of block list do
36: block = chain[currentindex];
37: if block[Hpre] matches H(blockl) then
38: Elements of DT is successful;
39: else
40: validProof(Elements of DT) is not correct
41: return unsuccessful operation;
42: current index + = 1;
43: end if
44: end while
45: end function
46: function newTransaction
47: TRXnew ← collect Kpub, signature, raw(DHr, Dph)
48: if sender’s Kpub == mining sender’s value then
49: append TRXnew to TRXs(pending list);
50: return length(chain) + 1;
51: else if signature verification is performed then
52: append TRXnew to TRXs(pending list);
53: return length(chain) + 1;
54: else
55: return inconsistent TRX;
56: end if
57: end function
58: get block DT , chain and mining BC by connected nodes

4.3.1. Privacy

In the proposed healthcare-chain framework, blockchain guarantees health data stor-
age and protects data privacy by providing access to fair participants in a trustless envi-
ronment. In this case, confidentiality appraisals defend published data from unrecognized
credentials and wrongdoing. This process uses RSA and SHA-256 to ensure data privacy
while protecting health data storage access on the network by overcoming digital risks.
With this cryptosystem, healthcare data can be encrypted with public keys, and encrypted
health data are decrypted by matching participants’ private keys. This approach uses such
cryptosystems with raw health data and incorporates trust and anonymity to ensure the
ultimate right to privacy.

4.3.2. Integrity

Healthcare providers or consultants who participate in the blockchain platform and
add healthcare data to the blockchain once cannot completely delete or modify the data
later on. The ethical behavior of integrity prevents unauthorized parties from altering
health information and accomplishing unrecognized transactions. In this scheme, the
hash function is used to ensure that no one can change the health data of the transaction.
Here, SHA-256 and PEM are two methods used to maintain data security. Typically, a
key component of blockchain technology for data integrity is the Markel tree, which is
verified through a cryptographic hash function. In the block-to-block hashing approach,
the hash of the previous block must be found in all data blocks within the blockchain
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to conserve chain integrity. Integrity guarantees healthcare data transactions without
any content tampering or alteration by holding hash values, genesis blocks, nonces, and
timestamps in the blockchain. A consensus protocol named proof-of-work is used to ensure
the integrity of new blocks of health data added to verify transactions on the proposed
healthcare blockchain in a more decentralized way.

4.3.3. Availability

The availability arrangement provides timely data in blockchain storage without
allowing interrupted access to the proposed distributed healthcare process. The process
uses blockchain technology to provide secure authentication and access to healthcare data
in a decentralized manner to achieve high maximum availability. Healthcare providers or
consultants connect to the healthcare-chain through the DAC process to send, store, and
receive data. In this case, all transactional healthcare data demand generated within a given
period can be witnessed by all access levels of the blockchain network. In addition, the
blockchain network ensures security and compliance by creating independent streamlined
access to HCC and AHCC users using public and private keys, including forming a data
transaction signature. Data availability does not include such data on transactions that
have been accomplished in the system but not published in the blockchain. User nodes can
observe new block generation in this module to ensure that all healthcare records in the
block have been published to the blockchain. Thus, data availability guarantees readily
available information to healthcare users while maintaining system security.

4.3.4. Scalability

Scalability generally refers to the ability of a network to process many data transactions
or how quickly they can be processed. Scalability is the performance of blockchain networks
that can sustain significant transactions based on consensus and decentralized principles in
healthcare management. In this case, the consensus PoW function of the blockchain system
will automatically adjust the number of nodes taking into account new participants in the
network and make the data transactions scalable. Blockchain is capable of maintaining
the scalable performance of secure data access with increased transaction load across the
platform’s networks.

4.3.5. Interoperability

Interoperability, as one of the features of blockchain, enables distinctive and promising
data transactions or records in this healthcare system. The proposed distributed healthcare
system enables secure data exchange between two or more interoperable blockchains using
the PoW consensus protocol. In this case, this application can ensure data security without
the necessary cooperation of third parties for digital healthcare transactions. Healthcare
providers or consultants connect to the healthcare-chain ledger through the DAC process
to share, view, and receive data from other healthcare blockchains.

4.3.6. Accountability and Efficiency

Accountability for data transactions can be an important assessment to ensure secure
health services in decentralized delivery systems through consultants. The presented
platform for storing and sharing prescribed health information executes accountability
through blockchain, digital signature, and key pair techniques. In this case, accountability
is acknowledged by calculating the transaction, timestamp, hash value, and nonce within
the health blockchain record. Moreover, these processes support achieving the efficiency of
secure data transactions in completing transactions on the blockchain.

4.4. Novelty of Proposed Scheme

The novelties of the propounded scheme are listed below on the basis of the signifi-
cance and technical quality of modern healthcare against existing works:
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• This research work supported by blockchain can meet the terms with future technology
of modern data retention and transfer in healthcare in the virtual world.

• The proposed framework provides the protection of legal rights and intellectual
property of human healthcare data as cryptographic blocks.

• This work encourages innovative efforts to elevate the health sector by further de-
veloping the current trend of data transfer systems with privacy and security in the
healthcare enterprise through such blockchain-based technology.

• The participation of block hash keys and the consensus process to allow secure,
distributed controlled access within the healthcare-chain model helps in maintaining
the integrity, scalability, authentication, and immutability of health information in the
proposed scheme.

5. Experimental Setup and Performance Evaluation

This section gives the performance evaluation of the proposed blockchain-enabled de-
centralized, trustworthy scheme for the healthcare industry regarding data access execution
with cyber safeguards. The proposed framework discusses the assessment and analysis of
consequences related to system efficiency to achieve healthcare data privacy and security
purposes. Here, the experimental setup and qualitative investigation were conducted to
explore healthcare providers’ and consultants’ perceptions of managing human health data
using blockchain technology.

We arranged a protocol evaluation setting for the scheme demonstration and investi-
gation using an Intel(R) Pentium(R) Silver N5000, CPU-1.10GHz laptop, with 4 GB RAM,
x64-based processor, 64-bit operating system, and Windows 10. In the protocol evaluation
setting system, analyses and investigations were performed with the assumptions under-
lying the operation of the healthcare project, where the user node, blockchain node, data
access provider, or consultant with a unique profiling UID were embedded to control the
healthcare facilities. We used Python 3.9.0 (64-bit) and Flask 1.1.1 to develop the proposed
framework and Werkzeug/0.16.0 as the web server gateway interface. The user node
represents the healthcare provider or consultant of the HCC or AHCC and issues data
transactions through the verification of endorser peers. After obtaining valid transactions,
the user receives the transaction signature and sends it to the blockchain node. This node
performs the consensus rules of PoW, and the timestamp is set in the expected transactions.
Performing data transactions is advertised by the healthcare-chain platform for the miner
selection and confirmation on the blockchain. Then, miners start to process healthcare data
transactions in the blockchain.

Consequently, the proposed scheme adopts the trustworthy system model using a
blockchain network of healthcare data processing. To figure out the data transaction re-
sponses of the proposed healthcare-chain scheme, we assembled our environment with
Google Chrome/Version 104.0.5112.79 (64-bit) and the DevTools network. In this architec-
ture, the blockchain stores healthcare data in terms of the executing user access permissions,
and we measured the processed block data size to evaluate the performance of the interac-
tion between the HCC or AHCC and the blockchain. The mining data sizes in kilobytes
(kB) for each block were received 0.36 kB, 2.3 kB, 4.2 kB, 6.1 kB, 8.1 kB, 10.1 kB, and 12.2 kB
in this system, where the system metrics or parameters were evaluated through GPRS,
mobile EDGE, 3G (Good), and 4G (Regular) networks. Figure 4a shows different mining
data sizes concerning different numbers of blocks in the healthcare-chain system.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Block transaction data size for different evaluation cases: (a) healthcare-chain by different
networks and (b) for an analogy of the healthcare-chain and educhain.

Figure 5a describes the average response time in milliseconds of block transactions in
the healthcare-chain system across the GPRS, mobile EDGE, 3G (Good), and 4G (Regular)
networks. The response time for each block transaction on different networks was the time
required to process and post a single data block to the blockchain. In this case, block data in
different networks showed variation in duration under transfer. This setting demonstrates
an approximately graphical relationship between block generation and response time to
group the published block transactions into the blockchain. In terms of the other networks,
the corresponding block transaction response time across the 4G (Regular) network was as
expected in the healthcare-chain system.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5. Analysis view through the (a) response time of block transaction, (b) execution time of
transaction mining data, and (c) throughput of data transaction process in the healthcare-chain by
different networks.

Figure 5b depicts the results of the average execution time in milliseconds of each
mining data transaction in the healthcare-chain system for the GPRS, mobile EDGE, 3G
(Good), and 4G (Regular) networks. To evaluate the scalability of the data transactions, this
platform was validated with respect to consensus average execution times for different min-
ing data sizes in the heterogeneous network. According to the results, the test guaranteed
the confidentiality and reliability of transactions in our system, where the execution time
varied significantly in different networks as the data load increased. In terms of increasing
mining healthcare data in the blockchain-based decentralized storage designs, the efficiency
of this system on 4G (Regular) clearly supported the transaction preparation execution
time compared to others.

Figure 5c exposes the throughput in bytes per millisecond (B/ms) of data transactions
over the GPRS, mobile EDGE, 3G (Good), and 4G (Regular) networks in the healthcare-
chain system for the scenario of different block data sizes. The proposed scheme evaluated
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the size of the data process in terms of increasing the number of data transactions that
are consecutively performed to achieve the expected throughput targets on the heteroge-
neous network. Six experimental datasets with different load accesses from the first block
transaction to the last chained transaction were processed to obtain the expected results.
According to the demonstration of these results, the interactive activities in this system
boosted data throughput in the blockchain and relieved the transaction latency. Moreover,
the storage of the data as a blockchain ledger maintained the expected throughput of
consistent transactions in the proposed system under the 4G (Regular) network. As the
transaction data grew, in this case, we received a balanced average throughput.

Again we conducted mining transactions in this system, and the mining data size
in kilobytes (kB) for each block was 10 kB, 20 kB, 30 kB, 40 kB, and 50 kB to evaluate the
healthcare-chain and educhain [10] system metrics or parameters. Meanwhile, we define the
mining formation size as the transaction data required for the K block. Figure 4b shows dif-
ferent mining data sizes concerning different numbers of blocks in the healthcare-chain sys-
tem. It is crucial to comprehend how the parameters affect the system’s overall performance
to evaluate the average publishing time, throughput, and latency of system transactions.

We organized a protocol evaluation setting to demonstrate the performance analysis
between our healthcare-chain system and the educhain system of [10] using a client server
and blockchain server. Figure 6a describes the average response time in milliseconds (ms) of
block transactions, which depended on transaction data sizes, to measure the performance
of the healthcare-chain scheme and educhain system. The response time for each block
transaction on the network was the time needed to perform and post a single data block
to the blockchain. According to the consequences, the first block transaction was initiated
from 10 kB and 52.26 ms for the healthcare-chain system and 51.82 ms for the educhain
system. The average time kept changing significantly as the size of the data transaction
increased. The last block transaction at 50kB of data provided an average time of 241.84 ms
for the healthcare-chain and 263.21 ms for the educhain. In this case, the block data for
these systems showed a variation in duration under the transfer. This setting demonstrated
an approximately graphical relationship between the block generation size and the average
time to group the published block transactions into the blockchain. In terms of the educhain
network, the corresponding block transaction response time across the healthcare-chain
network was as expected in this system.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6. Analogy view through the (a) average time of publishing block transaction, (b) latency
of mining data transaction, and (c) throughput of data transaction process for healthcare-chain and
educhain system.

According to this work’s manifestation, the data size latency was observed in each
block transaction under different data load capacities on the individual blockchain servers.
Figure 6b depicts the results of the data size latency in milliseconds (ms) of each mining
data transaction for the healthcare-chain scheme and educhain design. For the evaluate
scalable data transactions, this platform was validated with respect to the consensus
average execution times for different mining data sizes in the distributed network. In
this case, the latency of 13.84 ms for the healthcare-chain design and 15.32 ms for the
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educhain system was obtained for the first block data size of 10kB. However, in line with
their respective positions, the respective latency for each subsequent block transaction was
observed to increase gradually. At 50kB, both schemes yielded latencies of 31.13 ms for the
healthcare-chain and 32.72 ms for the educhain, respectively. According to the results, the
test guaranteed the reliability of transactions in our system, where the execution time in the
distributed network with the data load increase changed as expected. In terms of increasing
healthcare data in the blockchain-based decentralized storage designs, the efficiency of this
system on the healthcare-chain clearly supported the transaction preparation execution
time compared to the educhain.

Figure 6c exposes the throughput in kilobits per second (kbps) of the data transactions
in the healthcare-chain and educhain systems for the scenario of different block data
sizes to the individual blockchain. The proposed scheme evaluated the size of the data
process in terms of increasing the number of data transactions that were consecutively
performed in achieving the expected throughput targets on the benchmark system. The
experimental datasets with different load accesses from the foremost block transaction to
the lattermost chained transaction were processed to obtain the expected results. According
to the exposition of this benchmark test, the throughput of 1027.52 kbps for the healthcare-
chain method and 973.71 kbps for the educhain design was received for the first block
data size of 10 kB. At 50 kB, both approaches yielded throughputs of 1915.29 kbps for
the healthcare-chain and 1807.11 kbps for the educhain, respectively. According to the
demonstration of these results, the interactive activities in this system boosted the data
throughput in the blockchain and relieved the transaction latency. Moreover, the storage of
data as a blockchain ledger maintained the expected throughput of consistent transactions
under the proposed healthcare-chain system.

6. Conclusions

Boosted by the need for secure digitized health data access in Healthcare Manage-
ment Industry 4.0, we proposed a new framework in a blockchain-enabled decentralized,
trustworthy system for secure data management by establishing provider or consultant au-
thentication. In order to overcome the increased risk of storing digital health records in this
regard, the proposed work used promising technologies such as blockchain, which ensured
transaction signatures with strong keys and provided cyber security. We designed struc-
tured mechanisms to support the development and execution of the proposed methodology
along with the paradigm specification of the exchange functions of a blockchain-enabled
healthcare platform. The system is capable of providing privacy, integrity, availability,
and security through healthcare-centric access control for data storage using private keys,
public keys, signatures, blockchain, and considerably further lightweight cryptographic
primitive techniques. This process was demonstrated using standard metrics such as the
transaction data size, response time cost, transit latency, and throughput while publishing
health data blocks to present the performances. We found an average time of 241.84 ms, a
latency of 31.13 ms, and a throughput of 1915.29 kbps for the 50kB data block transaction
for the healthcare-chain system. The results of the mentioned standard metrics showed that
the proposed healthcare scheme demonstrated exemplary performance for the healthcare
industry, which makes it more promising for secure data transaction and storage than the
existing educhain system.

In future work, we can add a part for the prescribed health certificate in this framework
where the HCC will issue it to the desired healthcare recipient people through the DAC for
the proof copy of the healthcare receipt.
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